
An example of a vertical seawall.

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ___________________

Proposed solutions for coastal communities

Proposed Solution #1: Walls
The first category of solutions to reduce the
damage from waves is to build walls. Engineers
have designed walls as an effective option to
block the flow of water from a tsunami by
absorbing some of the energy of the wave, but
also reflecting that energy back out to the ocean.

Walls are typically made of very hard material,
like concrete, and are built high enough to block
large incoming waves. The seawall at Ryoishi was
30 feet high, however some seawalls are over 40 feet high. Many walls are completely flat,
vertical structures, but other types of wall-like structures include dikes or levees or recurved
walls. Levees or sea dikes are either made of earth or concrete and use angled walls or
mounds to hold back water. A recurved wall is made of hard materials like concrete and uses
a curved design to capture and reflect water from waves back to the ocean or sea.

Study the images of each wall type closely and review how well they perform using the data
tables on the next page.

An example of a levee (left) and a recurved wall (right).
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Performance of a Seawall
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● These can break apart with the force of a large
tsunami. Water can flow over them.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● ● Built on land so it does not affect boat traffic.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● ● Marine life is not typically impacted, but life
that needs access to land at some point (sea
turtles) may not be able to reach their nesting
grounds.

Impact on ocean view ● In some places, walls can completely block
ocean views.

Cost ● ● ● Walls are expensive to build, but materials for
them are affordable.

Time to build ● ● ● Some large walls can take years to build, while
other smaller walls can be put into place more
quickly.

Maintenance ● ● ● Walls can last decades, but require ongoing
maintenance to ensure the structure is still
functioning the correct way.

Performance of a Levee or Sea Dike
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● These structures are best for smaller amounts
of water, but can actually perform worse when
a large wave hits them.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● ● Built on land so it does not affect boat traffic.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● Can impact the flow of water along the shore
in coastal ecosystems and affect marine life.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● ● Smaller than other solutions and usually does
not block the ocean view.

Cost ● ● ● ● ● Affordable and typically made of rocks, soil,
and grass.

Time to build ● ● ● ● Levees or sea dikes are smaller and can use
local materials so building them can be quicker
than other solutions.

Maintenance ● ● ● ● Levees or sea dikes are relatively easy to
maintain.
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Performance of a Recurved Wall
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● ● ● Can completely absorb and reflect large
waves.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● ● Built on land so it does not affect boat traffic.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● ● Marine life is not typically impacted, but life
that needs access to land at some point (sea
turtles) may not be able to reach their nesting
grounds.

Impact on ocean view ● ● Large walls can block the ocean view, but
recurved walls can be smaller than vertical
walls because they use a curved angle to
reflect the wave up and back out to sea.

Cost ● ● Walls are expensive to build, and the curved
nature of this wall is an added expense.

Time to build ● ● ● Some large walls can take years to build, while
other smaller walls can be put into place more
quickly. Curved walls require additional work
to mold the concrete.

Maintenance ● ● ● Walls can last decades, but require ongoing
maintenance to ensure the structure is still
functioning the correct way.
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An example of tetrapods.

Proposed Solution #2: Breakwaters
The second category of solutions to reduce
wave damage is to build breakwaters, or
structures in the ocean or along the shore that
are designed to break up a tsunami wave.
Breakwaters are designed to absorb some of the
wave’s energy and  reflect it in all different
directions, thus decreasing the amplitude of the
wave as it approaches the shore.

Breakwaters can be found underwater or above
water, typically out in the shallow sections of the
ocean near the shore. They can also be found along the shoreline as well. Examples of
breakwaters include tetrapods, rock armor, and submerged rock or wall
structures. Tetrapods are concrete structures that reduce the amplitude of a wave by
absorbing some energy while also letting some of the wave flow through them. Tetrapods
have been used alone as a solution, but are often found in front of a seawall to help absorb
and reflect energy from waves. Rock armor is another breakwater, often found along the
shoreline. In a similar way, as a wave flows through the rock armor, the wave begins to break
apart as it flows in between the rocks and reflects off the rocks. A final example of
breakwaters are submerged rock walls located offshore, designed to absorb and reflect the
wave’s energy before it reaches shore.

Study the images of each type of breakwater closely and review how well they perform using
the data tables on the next page.

An example of rock armor (left) and a submerged breakwater (right).
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Performance of a Tetrapod
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● ● Tetrapods reduce the energy of a wave by
reflecting it in all different directions. Flooding
can still occur as water flows through them.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● Tetrapods are often above the surface, so
boats must steer around them in small bays
and along the coast.

Impact on marine life ● ● Tetrapods have been shown to decrease fish
populations and disrupt normal erosion along
the coast.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● ● Tetrapods typically do not obstruct ocean
views, but can be seen on the horizon.

Cost ● ● ● ● Concrete and molds are shipped to sites
where tetrapods are built to save costs.

Time to build ● ● ● ● Making and stacking tetrapods can happen
quickly onsite.

Maintenance ● ● ● Tetrapods are made of sturdy, heavy concrete
and are more resistant than rock from being
washed away, but they do erode from ocean
currents.

Performance of Rock Armor
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● Rock armor can break up waves. However,
water can still pass through, resulting in
flooding. The force of the wave will be less
than having nothing at all.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● Typically found along the shoreline, but can
also be built into bays as walls to break up
waves. Boat traffic must navigate around
these structures.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● Provides habitat for some marine life, but may
cause the loss of habitat for other life.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● ● While they are not very nice to view on land,
they typically do not obstruct ocean views.

Cost ● ● ● ● ● Rock is an affordable material to use.

Time to build ● ● ● ● Rock armor walls can be built fairly quickly if
the land is owned by the community where it
needs to be built.

Maintenance ● ● ●   Rock wears down over time and erodes away.
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Performance of a Submerged Breakwater
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● ● Effective at breaking up a wave. However,
they can trap water from waves being
reflected from the shore, which increases the
level of water near shore.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● Only boats needing deeper water are
affected by submerged breakwater.

Impact on marine life ● ● Can influence the flow of water and the
movement of marine life.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● ● ● The ocean view is not affected since the
solution is below the water.

Cost ● Can be very expensive to build, depending on
the depth of water and the length needed.

Time to build ● ● Because it requires heavy, specialized
machinery to build on open water and
multiple layers of material, it can take a
significant amount of time to construct one.

Maintenance ● ● ● ● When built well, breakwaters can last
decades. However, they will slowly wear
down due to wave action.
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An example of mangroves.

Proposed Solution #3: Natural Vegetation
The third category of solutions to reduce wave
damage is to use natural coastal vegetation to
absorb and reflect the energy from a tsunami
wave. Similar to breakwaters, natural vegetation
absorbs and reflects the wave energy, yet they
are made of natural plants that commonly grow
along coastlines. They have the added benefit of
providing objects for people to hold or climb
onto during a tsunami event.

Natural vegetation grows in particular climates that provide the right temperatures and rainfall
for the vegetation. For example, mangrove forests typically grow in tropical and subtropical
climates. They need warmer temperatures to grow and are only found in southern parts of
Japan. Pine forests grow in colder climates, but take many years to fully mature, making them
a less desirable option for communities that need immediate tsunami protection.

An example of pine forests
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Performance of a Mangrove Forest
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● ● Can block much of the wave’s energy for
smaller tsunamis, but does not hold up as well
to larger tsunamis.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● ● Does not impact normal ocean traffic.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● ● ● Offers a natural coastal environment.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● ● Can block some ocean view. They can grow up
to 30 feet tall in parts of Japan and 80 feet in
more tropical areas.

Cost ● ● ● ● Considerably less expensive than concrete
structures.

Time to build ● Can only grow in the southernmost parts of
Japan. They are tropical plants and will not
grow in northern parts of Japan.

Maintenance ● ● ● ● Once established, the forest requires limited
maintenance to keep it thriving and free of
pollution.

Performance of Pine Forest
Criteria & Constraints Score Notes

Ability to break or block
waves

● ● Can break up the energy of a small tsunami,
but less effective for larger waves.

Impact on boats/ocean
traffic

● ● ● ● ● Does not impact normal ocean traffic.

Impact on marine life ● ● ● ● ● Offers a natural coastal environment.

Impact on ocean view ● ● ● Grows an average of 20 feet tall when planted
on a beach. Branches spread out, making it
difficult to see the ocean.  

Cost ● ● ● ● ● Inexpensive to build compared to concrete
and rock solutions.

Time to build ● Can take decades to fully mature.

Maintenance ● ● ● ● Once established, it requires very little
maintenance.
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